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The 1990 Nihon-Hastings Conference
Designed as an opportunity to present
and exchange information in a small
setting, the first Nihon/Hastings Conference,
"The Globalization of Securities Markets,"
was a tremendous success.
Justice Marvin Baxter, Class of 1966,
begins his 12 year term on the California
State Supreme Court on January 1, 1991.
Professor Calvin Massey's commentary
on the abortion issues includes a
historical perspective, an overview of
recent legislation, and his own opinion.
For the first time ever, alumni, businesses
and friends have contributed more than
$1,000,000.00 to the College.
CAMPUS NEWS
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A Letter from James E. Mahoney
Chair - Hastings Board of Directors
astings over the past few years
has changed dramatically. The
change has prompted a
positive response from the
Board of Directors. In order to
understand the change, some history is
in order.
When I first stepped on campus in 1963,
students were largely concerned with
surviving the rigors of an institution which
accepted many and graduated few. Natural
selection was thought a good thing. Only the
fittest survived. Our campus world consisted
solely of the "old wing" of 198 McAllister.
We had a faculty of almost all "65 Club"
members (Powell, Prosser, Perkins and
Osborne, to mention a few), teaching a
predominantly white, male student body.
Sproul Hall on the Berkeley campus was the
epicenter of student protests and the world
was in transition. Matters concerning College
governance and policy occupied a low level
of student consciousness. For most students,
the Hastings Board of Directors and its
activities were irrelevant.
TODAY AT ASK
In contrast, the entering Class of 1993 is
the smallest and strongest class in recent
history. The 403 entering students (less than
10% of the total applicants) have a median
LSAT of 42 (94th percentile) and a GPA of
3.48. This highly select class has every
reason to biee it will graduate intact.





ard of Directors and





nd to the multiple and often conflictin
emands of our various College constituen-
s, legal education, and the State of




College community. Some of the Board's
accomplishments in the furtherance of this
policy are discussed below.
1. RCU T1MNTrOF ANR
One of the major outreach accomplish-
ments of the Board, under the able leader-
ship of my predecessor, Harold S. Dobbs,
was the recruitment of Dean Tom Read.
Dean Read, now beginning his third year, is
a man of amazing energy and talent. With
the support of the Board, he has unified the
faculty and administration, extended our
hand in friendship to the City of San Fran-
cisco, and integrated the College with the
national and international legal education
community. He has the gratitude and
admiration of the Board.
2.PROMOTION OF FACULTY A
STUV T... A :XTAT
The Board has assumed a leadership
position in committing to student and faculty
representation on the Board. A special
Board committee, which included a faculty
and student member, chaired by retired
Justice William R. Channell, developed
Assembly Bill 2030 which called for the
creation of positions for both a student and a
faculty member on the Board. The Bill was
sponsored by Speaker Willie L. Brown, Jr.,
a 1958 graduate of Hastings, and success-
fully passed both houses in mid-August,
1990. To our surprise, the Bill was vetoed by
Governor Deukmejian; however, I expect
Board efforts in this matter to continue. We
owe a special thanks to Director Channell, as
well as to Directors John T. Knox and John
A. Sproul for their work on this committee.
Also a special word of thanks is due Dean
Tom Read and Hastings General Counsel
Angele Khachadour, both of whom dedicated
themselves totally to this enterprise.
3. OR 1E CAhTES AN 0THE
Under the able direction of Vice Chair
Cbarlene P. Mitchell, the Board this past
year cncluded the necessary arrangements
f e e the George Coates Perform-
ance Cmpany of the Great Hall in McAllis-
ter Tower. GCPC will operate the Great Hall
by presenting and producing the work of San
Francisco artists and performers in a
creave contet. dously exciting
entrprise makes appropriate use of a mag
nficent Colg neorce and is repnsive to
the community'sdesr for.a prormigart
center. .UTR.AC...OL....PAY..V..S..
The outrea hliy ofthe Bard, I
believe, ispaying dvensandise relce
in the Annual r of is or is er
1989/90, which is include in ti s issue ofth
Hastings Community. Thi is te firty yer
we have had donations topping the million
see column three, pg. 3
I
Gobal Teaixwork
The 19 90 Nih on -Llast ings Con ference
A high powered delegation of business executives, financiers, securities professionals, govern-
mental representatives and academicians gathered at Nihon University in Tokyo, Japan for
the premiere Nihon-Hastings conference in September.
he conference, * Regulatory and legal Stock Exchange, Minoru and Nihon, and I am de-
the first of a problems and barriers. Nagaoka, President of the lighted to say that we
series alternat- * Issues associated with 24- Tokyo Stock Exchange, accomplished that goal."
ing between hour world trading. Masana Hasegawa, Chair- The conference papers
San Faico *Tax and r enu ises man of Standing Committee, will be published in an
and Tokyo.hate di eltd to policy and techni- Conference for Securities As- upcoming issue of the
ries and time zones;Mnan-
ial, trading activities are
expected to continue around
the clock with participants
from around the world. The
trend is clearly towards a
closer link among nations'
economies and finances.
The conference focused
on economic and legal differ-
ences between the U.S. and
Japanese markets and how
each country's history and
culture influence the existing
securities markets. Emphasis
was also placed on emerging
issues which require long
term solutions. Topics
included
* Distinctive aspects of
securities transactions




es on the U.S. delegation
luded California Senators
ck Petris and Dan
cCorquodale. Representa-
ives of business and the
financial industry included,
among others, James E.
Buck of the New York Stock
Exchange, Ivers Riley of the
American Stock Exchange,
David S. Ruder, former
chair of the Securities and
Exchange Commission, and
Betsy Levin, Executive
Director of the American
Association of Law Schools.
James E. Mahoney, Chair of
the Hastings Board of
Directors, Dean Tom Read,
Academic Dean Mary Kay
Kane, Associate Academic
Dean David Levine, and
Professors Daniel J.






Mitsuo Sato, Senior Manag-
ing Director of the Tokyo
President of Nihon University Shigenori Kinoshita and interpreter meet with
Hastings Chair James E. Mahoney and Dean Tom Read
among others. There were
also observers from Canada,
Australia, Korea, Taiwan
and Hong Kong.
The conference was a huge
success. In the words of Dean
Tom Read on his return from
Japan: "Securities markets
are changing at lightening
speed and are gaining
importance in our complex
world economy. We had
hoped that the conference
would give us an opportunity
to take advantage of the
expertise at both Hastings
Major U.S. sponsors of
this year's conference
include
* Baker & McKenzie;
* Christiansen, White,
Miller, Fink & Jacobs;
* Marmon Group, Inc.
* Morrison & Foerster;
* Pillsbury, Madison &
Sutro, Lillick & McHose
Without the generous
assistance of these organiza-
tions, the conference would








tIvo %J o t
an im is am Assmilb 9=
i n u wAmmt& u r imi
ominated y4 Governor George
eukmejiar in Jly, Baxter
won a unanimous confirmation
froni the State Jdicial Commis-
sio in late August, and was overwhelmingly
onfirmed b California voters in the
November election.
Justice Baxter began his legal career with
Swo year stinit as eputy District Attorncy
or Fresno. e next went into private
practice with the Fresno firm of Adrews,
Tdrewsn axter &AJones, eventually
becoming a named partner In 1983. he
aedptled an appointment from newly elected
Gov rnor Deukmejian to become the
(o ernor s Appointments Secretary. Serving
i at position until 1988 Justice Baxter
v a responsible for selecting more than 600
judges for the Deukmejian Aministration.
SDecmber 1988. Governor Deukmejian
appointed axter to serye as Justice oni the
5 District Court of Appeal in Furesno.
In annoucng Ius t ice Baxters nomin'a
tion. Deukmejian called him "a fair, but
SKgh judge who repts the law and the
pic Icl of judieial restraint. Baxter
nderstands that the role of judges is to
a irly andmi iartially interpret the law and
tht our judimial sysm sould sow as much
rpassion for the vitims of rime and their
fa is as it does for th defendants."
orr and aised ir rno County,
Jsti-e axter gre u in owler, did his
dergraduate work atFresno State College,
wa married in Visaliai and returned to
Alumni Association Governor David Humiston,'79, joins
Justice Marvin Baxter at a reception following the Justice's
Confirmation Hearing.
Fresno after law school, where he still
resides. Baxter will be the first San Joaquin
Valley native to sit on the California
Supreme Court in 130 years. Hastings Board
Chair Jim Mahoney, '66, has known Baxter
since their first week of law school. "Mary is
a man of great integrity and honesty. He is
bright, fair and even-handed; he will be a
superb justice. e are all honored by his
appointment to the Supreme Court."
Justice Baxter has been a strong sup-
porter of Hastings since his graduation. He
has been active with the Alumni Association,
a member of the 1066 Club, and a member of
the Hastings Board of Directors from 1988
until his recent appointment to the Supreme
Court. Unfortunately, the press of his new
appointment has precluded hi from active
membership on the Board. He ill be the
first Hastings graduate to sit on the Califor-
nia Supreme Court since Justice Wiley
Manuel.
ayl18th 1990 marked the College's
08th Commenemnent Lxercise and
Sfr rt to inelude more women graduates
an men. Of tne 3o6 gradates in the Class
otf 1990, 55%e wre women aid45% were
wn.m Addressirng the mebers of the
C ass Caliornia Supreme Court Justice
oyee Kennard reminde d the graduates that
they were part of a great and honorable
tadition.
"As you embark on your legal
career remember that as an officer of
the court you will become part of a
centuries old tradition that you can
best uphold by always dealing in an
honest, ethical, and fair manner with
the court, with your client, and with
opposing counsel. To follow this hon-
orable tradition is to be true to the
concept of public spirit which is the
foundation of lawyering i ts finest
sense. In doing so. you will be partici-
pating in the adinistration of jutire
- truly a noble calling.
The California Supreme Court was well represented at Hastings' 1990
Commencement. Justice Joyce Kennard (c) is shown with Pofessor
Raymond Sullivan (I), retired Supreme Court justice and former
Hastings Board of Directors member Justice Marvin Baxter (r) recent
Supreme Court appointee
'', 11 ------- - ----------- ------------------------------- '. , I
Sll)eks t astiongs Commencemnt
FACULTY OPINION:
It has been satl betore, but bears repeat-
ing, that abortion divides our polity like no
other issue since slavery. Like slavery, the
issue of abortion is an incandescent fiber of
emotion. Like slavery, there exist two
cultural approaches to (or ways of phrasing)
the issue. From one perspective it is preem
inently an ethical, or moral, issue; from
another it is an issue of legal rights.
The first need not concern the legal order
at all, for in an age of moral or ethical
relativism, we tend to deny that law has, or
should have, much of anything to do about
public perceptions of morality. The moral
relativist asserts that matters of morals are,
by and large, for private resolution; the
public, legal forum exists to mediate compet-
ing Claims of entitlement and, in the media-
tion, to preserve as much of the private
realm of moral choice as possible. -One
person's vulgarity is another's lyric," the
moral relativist says in justification and
summation of this attitude. But not every-
one is a moral relativist; indeed, the ferment
of our times has much to do with absolutist
challenge to the hegemony of moral relativ-
ism. Absolutism, whether of the Imams and
Mullahs of Shiite Islam, or the evangelical
fire of Christian fundamentalists lashes out
at the moral relativism of estern intelli
gentsia. Both opponents and defenders of
abortion admit its moral dimension; they
differ only over whether it is appropriately
soluble in the public or private sphere.
The second issue is an inescapably legal
issue. for the concept of rights -- or at least
legally enforceable rights - is one that is at
the heart of the legal order. The prism of
the law refracts human conduct into rights
and obligations, with enough tinting of the
two to create a bewildering chromatic
rainbow that hedevils lawyers and layper-
sons alike. Abortion, viewed through this
lens, is no less contentious, for opponents
focus on the rights of the fetus while def end
ers focus on the rights of the incubatory
woman.
While I wish to deal with the legal aspects
of the abortion issue - the question of rights
--my task is complicated by the ethical
winds that sweep with hurricane force across
this territory. Quite simply, it is not possible
to address the arid legal issues of rights and
oldigations without having made one's peace
with the moral question. So, I will first do
so, and then describe law's resolution of, or.
at least, law's struggle with, these issues.
Let us suppose that it is undeniable that,
from the moment of conception, a human life
is in existence. From the moral perspective
of absolutist opponents of abortion, this
concession is enough to doom any ethical
argument in defense of abortion. The moral
absolutist argument goes roughly like this:
"Every person has a right to life. A fetus is a
person, so it has a right to life. This right is
superior to any contrary right asserted by a
woman, save perhaps the necessity to
preserve her own life." But I propose to
attempt to convince you that it does not
follow that, because life begins at concep-
tion, it is ethically impermissible to abort.
Imagine that I am dying and the only
thing that can cure me is a pint of your
blood. It would be a great kindness of you to
donate your blood for my salvation, but do I
have a right to compel you to do so? Sup-
pose instead, to invoke the metaphor coined
by the moral philosopher Judith Jarvis
Thomson almost twenty years ago, that I can
be saved only by being plugged into you and
your kidneys for nine months. Do I have the
right to kidnap you and plug myself into
you? Even if I have no right to kidnap you,
if I do so, have I now acquired such a right
against you? I submit that few will contend
that I have a right -an entitlement - to
use your body to preserve mine, at least
without your consent. But, says the moral
absolutist, that only justifies abortion in case
of rape. Indeed, but now we have carved out
a major exception to the principle that,
simply by virtue of its asserted personhood, a
fetus has a right to life which trumps all
interests of the incubatory woman apart
from her life. One"s 'right" to life. in thi
instance, depends on the narnner of it
creation.
Does it make r n etiAA difference if the
creation is in some Wensc a voluntary at?
Suppose that a woman has scx with full
knowledge that interoursc may result in hr
pregnancy. Is she ethically forbidden to
remove this life from her hody'? Suppose
instead that it is a hot night and she opens
her bedroom window to 1et in the breeze, in
the full knowledge that burlars prowl in the
night and might avail themselves of this
opportunity. Are we now prepared to say
that an intruder has the right to remi ir
her bedroom becau of this oluntary at?
Should it make any difference at all whether
she had the foresight to pae bars over th
window? Or suppose that people are
created not by sex but by spores which drift
through the air and attach themselves to
human skin, where they develop for nine
months and emerge as fully fledged people.
Being aware of this, you Carefully cover all
portions of your sn wit a salve that
prevents spores from attaching to your skin.
If the salve is defective and you become hlst
to a spore/person, can you tear it away from
your skin? If not, why is it perissible to
abort the fetus begotten by rape for, after
all, pregnancy by rape could be prevented
by, say, a hysterectomy.
It can be seen that it avails ittle to speak
of a right to life. f right is not simply the
right not to be killed, nt rather the right not
to be killed unjustly. If I lunge at you with a
razor-sharp machet, with dath and hatred
tattooed all over my face do you at unjustly
if you kill me with a quik burst from the
~sI
/eIll fi P I tir 1 0 (Olgtdoirra wid i flalye
Inka i e ason< a t ssJal rnu ttug espend /rom 1A Haw ii
va B/ abt 0a, 0ad ngra or ila per up r
;p )avno mai ( Why ,eig )h j BAwm t u lad 7nu
ad ona o/ nd AID Jr o (olubia IasSchoo/a/Jun ra vinc
/aF loekba Poo )toa fri he HasIanoAfau /tyi 198, Pofu or
as notr 1t)lo to trad/t/ nm olo prant
u , {v nion/ 1 r a~tHaa He I
ea le d, 998 y t 1066 I ouadatw
9 9/pa/ I 1leil 1 rt
Ru?/ d a oI
n au erla I<n d / H1 BaPioi
/, bo,ofr/t olmu lb aaRo sae
iss <a i p at la cu 3F 7e
/nor a ePiope Sti( /idtnoa
dr wn th } ; ' b romd l sH
Professor Calvin R. Massey
automatic rifle you happen to be carrying? I
think not. To return to my original hypo-
thetical if you refuse me a pint of your
blood, and thus 'cause"' my death, have you
acttcd unjutly?~ I concede that you "ought"
to do it. but I thin that I have little claim to
compel you to do so. Your conduct is no
different from your refusal to intercede if
you se me heing eaten by a gang of huge,
ugly and vicious thugs. You are a hero, a
person of extraordinary valor and altruism,
if you intercede ut if you do not, and
perhaps only all the police for help which
ar ives too late to save me from death, no
one wil say that you acted unjustly. If this
rcfusal to aid me is morally blameless, why,
then i it morally culpable for a woman to
refuse to perit her body to serve as incu-
bu ? Is it becaue a woman has a special
responsibility toward this fetal person who
wl call her "mother?" Would we be as
quick tfind a special espunisibility in the
case of the spore!person which has attached
itse lf to your forearm? Any such special
responsibility i surely the result of an
assumption of the respnsibility. If I am
drowning and you leap into the water.
shouting to bystanders 'It's all right, I11
sav 1 him. and, as a rcsult, the bystanders
(who might at to ave me) leave the scene.
perhaps you have assumed a special respon-
sibility towar m, So. too, it is surely just
ito mosea se ial responsibility on a couple
who onceivc a child. bear it to term. and
ta e it home fm, the hospital instead of
placing it up for adoption. But is it just to
impose that specialI responsibility on a
w oman who desines only the ethical equiva-
lenrt of passing on by the beating, or drown-
ing Perhaps he 'ouht" to bear the child,
but perhaps you ought to save me from the
beating or drowning. "Right" does not
invariably follow from "Ought."
atever you may think of my ethical
ase for aborion, at least it confronts the
qutstion of claimed fetal personhood. The
gal strule withi this issue is. and always
has bcn, much les direc t. The legal and
thica viewpoints on this issue have not
divorced1, or even amicably separated. In
he Ang oAe an tiadition, they were
Ir sixteenth century English common law.
abortion prior to " quickening" -the
*Alos twnyer ag th moa wvphlosopher Judith'
Jarvis TIhomon wrtIe now classic 'essay, "A Defense
of Aborto. I confs ao arge debt to her for the
shaping ofmyown moal terain,
woman's sensation of fetal movement was
not criminal at all. Even after "quickening'
the common law treated abortion as a
misdemeanor at most, and definitely not
murder, for in the words of Zephaniah Swift
an American legal commentator writing in
1795, the fetus was "not in existence" until
"the child be born alive," Some legal
historians maintain that abortion at any
point in pregnancy was never a common law
crime. Statutory prohibitions upon abor-
tions in the United States did not occur until
the early nineteenth century, beginning with
a Connecticut act in 1821. The driving force
behind these legislative enactments was
professed concern for maternal, rather than
fetal, well-being, for abortions were a
dangerous procedure, given the then current
state of medical knowledge. By the twentieth
century abortion was prohibited virtually
everywhere in America, and little significant
relaxation of these criminal laws had
occurred prior to the United States Supreme
Court's epochal 1973 decision, Roe v. Wade.
Roe invalidated criminal prohibitions
against abortion, since the Court concluded
that "a woman's decision whether or not to
terminate her pregnancy" is a liberty
interest protected by the due process clauses
of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.
The Court's conclusion followed naturally
enough from prior decisions that had located
in the interstices of the Constitution a right
to "privacy" or "personal autonomy" that
extended to such things as the right to marry
a person of another race. or the right to
educate one's child in the schools of one's
choice, or the right to bear and beget
children, specifically encompassing the right
to use contraccptive devices.
But Roe proved to be intensely controver-
sial for three quite scparate reasons.
First, it resolved the ethically inflamed
issues of abortion in a fashion that was
fundamentally inhospitable to those who
contend that abortion, at any stage of fetal
development, is an issue of public morality
and concern. It did so by guaranteeing to a
woman that the ecision to abort was hers
alone for the first 12 wxeeks of pregnancy.
During the next twelve weeks, the state was
permitted to regulate abortion only to
protect maternal wcll-being. Not until the
twenty-fifth week of pregnancy was the state
permitted to regulate abortions for the
objective of protecting fetal life, This, in
short, is the so-called Roe trimester frame-
work, It accommodated competing interests
and claims of right, but did so in a fashion
that rejec ted the moral absolutists' vision.
Lest there be any doubt on this point, the
Court explicitly declared its conclusion that
fetuses are not "persons" within the meaning
of the Constitution.
Second, although Roe rejeeted the
morally absolutist position, its admission
that governments have legitimate interests in
protecting fetal life invited protraeted
wrangling over the extent to whieh govern-
ments could regulate abortions to protect
that inteest. Having denied fetuses status as
juridical persons, the Court proceeded to
invite legislatures to treat them as just that,
at least in the last trimester of pregnancy
after fetuses achieved "viability," or the
capacity to live outside the womb. It was an
act almost designed to keep alive moral and
legal controversy.
Finally, Roe poured gasoline on a smol-
dering debate among constitutional scholars.
the question of the extent to which it is
legitimate for the Supreme Court to find or
create constitutional rights that have little or
no textual support in the written
Constitution. This is another subject
entirely, and one for which entirely too many
trees have died to create the paper upon
which the academic spleen has been vented.
But it provided an excellent argument of
principle to make against abortion. One
need not declare one's opposition to abor
tion; one need only decry the alleged lack of
constitutional principle involved in Roe v.
Wade. So it is that a debate over the extent
to which moral perceptions ought to be
public commands or private choices has
acquired also a veneer of high neutral
principle, just thick enough to distort the
central issue arnd permiiti to be resolved by
legal actors in an oblique, rather than
straightforward, manner.
It is thus hardly surprising that th post-
Roe constitutional law pertaining to abortion
has assumed an ad hoc quality. 0ponents
of abortion sought to impose a dizzying array
of regulations upon abortions, some for
ostensible reasons of maternal well-being and
others for the purpose of protecting fetuses.
A few examples will suffice to provide the
flavor of the problems.
Missouri defined "viabilitv" to be the
point at whic a fetus could live outside the
womb, albeit only with artificial life support
measures, and the Supreme Court upheld
Missouri's power so to define the term. In
doing so the Court seemed to focus more on
the state of biotechnology -permitting
gestation outside the womb -rather than on
the state of fetal development itself. Put







"thinking, conscious being" - perhaps 20 to
30 weeks - or when medical technology
permits it to gestate in a glass beaker?
The City of Akron, Ohio sought, among
other things, to require that all second and
third trimester abortions be "performed in a
hospital." The Supreme Court invalidated
this requirement, ostensibly designed to
protect the health of pregnant women. The
Court acknowledged that the State had a
compelling interest in protecting maternal
health, but declared that that interest could
only be accomplished by means "reasonably
designed" to further maternal well-being.
The problem here was that the medical
technology of abortion had progressed
sufficiently to permit abortions during the
second trimester to be performed in outpa-
tient clinics as safely as in hospitals. Thus,
the Akron regulation was not "reasonable"
and constituted an infringement upon a
woman's constitutional right to an abortion.
It is in the Akron case that Justice
O'Connor carved out her unique position on
abortion. She concluded that the trimester
framework is "on a collision course with
itself' because medical technology would
inevitably make abortions safe, from the
woman's perspective, later and later in
pregnancy while other technological ad-
vances would render fetuses viable at ever
earlier stages of pregnancy. To cut this
Gordian knot, Justice O'Connor declared
that the governmental interests in preserving
fetal life and maternal well-being were
compelling from the moment of conception.
Thus, the state was permitted to impose any
regulation rationally related to those inter-
ests, at any point during pregnancy, so long
as the woman's right to terminate pregnancy
was not "unduly burdened." If any given
regulation is unduly burdensome - if it is an
absolute prohibition of abortion or a "severe
limitation" on the abortion decision - then
the state would be required to prove that its
regulation was narrowly tailored to effectu-
ate its claimed compelling interest. Justice
O'Connor's position thus accepts and
attempts to mediate a clash between two
utterly opposing interests: the right of a
woman to decide whether to continue her
pregnancy and the right of the state to tell
her she must, or at least to impose burden-
some, but not unduly burdensome, condi-
tions upon her exercise of that choice. Until
this past term, Justice O'Connor had yet to
find an abortion restriction which was
unduly burdensome and, on that basis, she
provided the crucial fifth vote in the Court'
1989 Webster decision. In Hodgson v.
Minnesota, decided this past June, she
agreed with the majority that Minnesota's
requirement that an unemancipated minor
may obtain an abortion only after she has
notified both parents of her intent to do so
was an unconstitutional regulation "not
reasonably related to legitimate state
interests." Neither the majority opinion nor
Justice O'Connor's concurrence made clear
whether this failure was due to its unduly
burdensome character, and resulting
inability of the state to sustain the more
exacting burden required of it under Justice
O'Connor's Akron standard, or whether it
was simply a regulation which, while not
unduly burdensome, failed to relate ration-
ally to a legitimate state purpose. The
search for the unduly burdensome regulation
will continue. Perhaps, like the Holy Grail,
it will be an unending and fruitless one,
though carried on with great intensity and
seriousness of purpose.
Of more immediate and lasting signifi-
cance is the 1989 Webster decision, the
importance of which is not so much in the
way in which it has altered constitutional
law, but rather in the public perception of
that alteration. Missouri enacted a law
which, among other things, prohibited public
employees - health professionals, for the
most part - from assisting in the perform-
ance of abortions and prohibited the use of
any public facility - including public
hospitals - from performing abortions. The
Missouri law also required testing of the
viability of fetuses older than twenty weeks
in order to determine viability, and prohib-
ited all non-therapeutic abortions of viable
fetuses. A badly splintered Supreme Court
upheld the act, but did so in a methodologi-
cally dubious and highly acrimonious
fashion.
Three opinions were written for the five
justice majority, each with a different
rationale. Accordingly, under the rules of
the Court none of the opinions is of pre-
cedential value. The most that can be safely
said is that the Missouri law was upheld, but
on a basis that could not command a major-
ity of the Court.
A three justice plurality distorted the text
of the Missouri statute to create a conflict
with prior cases, like Akron, and then used
the manufactured conflict as the occasion for
arguing that the Roe trimester framework be
dumped in favor of a debased version of
Justice O'Connor's undue burden test. Like
Justice O'Connor, the plurality of Chief
Justice Rehnquist and Justices White and
Kennedy would accept that governments
have a compelling interest in preserving fetal
unlike her, the plurality would ask only
whether the governmental restriction
"permissibly furthers the State's interest in
protecting potential human life." As Justice
Blackmun put it in his biting dissent, this is
"circular and totally meaningless. Whether
a challenged abortion regulation 'permissi-
bly furthers' a legitimate state interest is the
question that courts must answer in abortion
cases, not the standard for courts to apply."
Justice Scalia was characteristically more
candid; he called for an outright overturning
of Roe v. Wade, and took the opportunity to
declare that Justice O'Connor could "not be
taken seriously" for clinging to her undue
burden test.
Thus, Webster accomplished only a
modest erosion of Roe, by effectively substi-
tuting Justice O'Connor's undue burden test
for the trimester approach of Roe. There is
modest ironic justice in that development,
for given the 4 to 4 division of the eight males
on the Court, it is the lone female voice that
effectively defines the present constitutional
status of abortion in America. The public,
however, perceived Webster as returning to
the states near-plenary authority to regulate
abortions. That perception has ignited a
great burst of political activity in statehouses
around the country, with some highly
diverse results.
The Guam, Idaho, and Louisiana legisla-
tures passed bills effectively prohibiting
abortion; Guam's became law and has been
ruled unconstitutional by a federal district
judge in the initial test of its validity.
Guam's Governor Ada has recently indicated
that Guam will appeal this ruling, a decision
which may force the Court to decide a case
which would require it either to overrule Roe
or invalidate a prohibitory abortion statute.
If Justice O'Connor means what she said
when she indicated that absolute prohibition
of abortion is an "undue burden," statutes
like the Guam, Idaho, or Louisiana acts are
doomed. Idaho's bill was, of course, vetoed
by Governor Andrus after a nationwide
Idaho potato boycott erupted, literally
overnight, that resulted in hard-headed
businesspeople cancelling orders in the
millions of dollars. Governor Roemer also
vetoed the Louisiana legislation.
The New Hampshire and Connecticut
legislatures passed bills guaranteeing a
woman's right to abortion, prior to viability,
as a statutory right. New Hampshire's
Republican Governor Gregg vetoed the bill;
Connecticut's Democratic Governor O'Neill
sigued his. Pennsylvania has adopted an act
which imposes a number of highly restrictive





preconditions upon abortion, though it stops
short of the outright blanket prohibition
which characterized the Guam, Idaho, and
Louisiana efforts. The validity of the
Pennsylvania statute is embroiled in litiga-
tion which will likely culminate in the
Supreme Court in the October 1991 or 1992
terms.
There are several aspects of importance to
these developments, and every one shares a
common theme: the assumption that the
constitutional order will not include a
meaningful abortion right for much longer.
What happens to abortion in a post-Roe
world? There are several answers, not
necessarily mutually exclusive.
There are three ways in which Roe can
meet its end: it can be overruled by a
decision that says there is no constitutionally
guaranteed right to an abortion and that
abortion regulation is the exclusive province
of legislatures; it can be overruled by a
decision that says there is no constitutionally
guaranteed right to an abortion and, more-
over, that fetuses are persons; it can be
eroded by piecemeal decision to the point
that it no longer exists in practice.
There is little difference between the first
and last possibility - both leave abortion to
the legislatures, the last scenario just takes
longer to get there. This approach would
transfer the issue to the states and to the
Congress. On the state level, two possibilities
exist. Many states, such as California and
Florida, have determined that the right to an
abortion is independently guaranteed by the
state Constitution. In such states the death
of Roe would leave abortion intact as a
matter of constitutional entitlement - it
would just be a state right. But state consti-
tutional rights have an ephemeral quality:
they may be trumped by acts of Congress
that are expressly contrary, and state
constitutions are more frequently amended,
often by ballot initiative, as in California.
Indeed, by means of the recently enacted
Proposition 115, Californians have amended
the California Constitution to require
California courts, in criminal cases, to
construe California's constitutional privacy
right no more generously than that right is
construed under the United States
Constitution. Should Roe v. Wade be over-
turned, there will no longer be any inde-
pendent guarantee under the California
Constitution of a woman's right to terminate
pregnancy. Under pre-Proposition 115 Cali-
fornia constitutional law the right to an
abortion was more securely protected than
under federal constitutional law. For
example, under federal law states are free to
refuse to pay for abortions for indigent
women. In California, the California
Supreme Court has repeatedly determined
that such attempts violate the California
Constitution's privacy right. Moreover,
since California's criminal law still contains
criminal prohibitions against abortion -
albeit currently unenforceable because of
their unconstitutionality - Proposition
115's amendment to the California
Constitution coupled with the demise of Roe
would herald the prospect of criminal
prosecutions of women and their physicians
for engaging in abortion. And, in that event,
the California Constitution would have been
converted into an empty guarantee of
independent liberties. In 1849, when
Californians met in Monterey to draft the
first California Constitution, delegate
Charles Botts demanded of his fellows that
the new Constitution be more than mere
"shreds and patches." Proposition 115 has
effectively shredded California's independ-
ent guarantee of constitutional liberty,
leaving more holes than patches. We can
expect to see more such attempts to amend
state constitutions to eliminate these inde-
pendent abortion rights, and demands on the
Congress that it act to pre-empt such state
based rights.
State statutory entitlements, like
Connecticut's recent act, are even more
mutable for they continue to exist only so
long as the political coalition that produced
them continues to exist. Moreover, if states
produce different results, we will see move-
ments of people, many temporarily and some
permanently, in search of abortions. This
phenomenon will only exacerbate pressures
on Congress to use its pre-emptive power
both to eliminate such traffic or, as Senator
Packwood has proposed, to insure statuto-
rily a woman's right to an abortion. Thus,
the level of contention and divisiveness in the
polity will not decline, but likely increase.
The middle possibility - that the Court
could conclude that fetuses are juridical
persons deserving constitutional protection,
thereby obliterating state constitutional and
statutory guarantees of abortion rights - is
as alarming as the infamous Dred Scott
decision of 1857. Dred Scott, of course,
pronounced black Americans perpetually
ineligible to be citizens and guaranteed the
continued constitutional existence of human
slavery. It was intended to settle the "slav-
ery issue" forever and it did, by igniting the
bloodiest, costliest, nastiest war in which the
United States has ever participated. A
decision that fetuses are juridical persons
will not likely produce civil war, but it would
produce mammoth civil disobedience, bitter
division of the polity, and foster even more
cynicism about legal institutions. These are
considerable costs, and the ultimate bill is
not easily reckoned. No doubt Chief Justice
Taney thought Dred Scott would solve the
slavery issue at a tolerable cost; he died long
before the butcher's bill was fully due.
Extreme solutions are not desirable;
indeed, in a world riven by division over
such fundamental issues as the relationship
between law and morals - do they intersect
or travel in parallel lines - the attempt to
deliver a definitive and binding answer is apt
to be the least durable, most fractious, and
costliest alternative. Political compromise
that approximates the people's ambivalence
is the most desirable solution. Public
opinion polls repeatedly demonstrate that
majorities of the nation prefer a right to
abortion but reject the idea of wholly
unregulated abortion. A statute like
Connecticut's, which attracted support from
both defenders and opponents of abortion,
may be as close to an ideal as possible.
Connecticut's act insures that, until viabil-
ity, the decision to terminate a pregnancy is
solely that of the woman and her physician.
After viability, abortions are prohibited
"except when necessary to protect the life or
health of the pregnant woman." The
question of what constitutes viability is left to
the professional judgment of the medical
profession. That may be the answer of the
people; law's answer is less clear and,
perhaps, less clear-sighted. And the ase
of the moral philosophers is certainly not
uniform. For myself, I confess to the private
belief that, on this issue, women' s voices are
the ones to which we should listen.
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he Kutak Award is given annuall
by the ABA's Section of Lega
Education to the candidate who
meets the highest standard of professional
responsibility and demonstrates substantial
achievement toward increased understand-
ing between legal education and the active
practice of the law.
TIhurmans extraordinary career has
care him a national reputation in legal
education. His accomphshments include
service as the head of the nations principal
law school accreditation organizations: the
American Bar Assoiation's Section of Legal
Education, the Association of American Law
Schools, and the National Order of the Coif.
During his distinguished areer, he has
served as a member oft te faculty at three
law schools Stanford, University of Utah,
nd Hastings and hc has also served as a
visiting professor at five other law schools -
NYU, Texas, ichigan, Louisiana State and
Pepperdine.
Thurman came to astings in 1984 from
the University of Utah, where he had served
as dan from 1962-1975. Last year, the
University of Utah College of Law honored
Professor Samuel Thurman
Thurman by establishing te Samuel D.
Thurman Professorshi i Law. The hol der
is to be "a person distiguished in teacing
scholarship and servicc efore teaching at
Utah, Thurman spent 20 years (12-1962)
teaching at his alma rmatcr, Stanford L aw
School.
Thurman has four hildren anid fve
grandchildren. He anid hi wife of nine yars,
Enid R. Thurman split tir ime betwee
San Francisco, for the choo ear, an Salt
Lake City, for summer and holiday.
At 76, Thurman is tireless His prmary
areas of teaching include tort , con titutional
law and products liability a he is known
by his students for his envry humor and
excellent teaching.













Median LSAT: 42 (94th percntile nationally)
Median (GPA:3.48
Percent of Stdents or need-base
financial aid: 68%













Undergraduate Majors To T
1. Political Scence 6 uines
2. Other Social 7. Pur Sc eces
Sciences
3. Humanities 8. Ph osophy
4. Economics 9. Eng na n
5. History 10. Matheat cs
I.ndergraduate Colleges (T'op Ten)
1. U.C. Berkeley 6 U.C Santa arbara
2. U. C.L.A. 7. C Santa Crz
3, Stanford 8 Harvar
4. U.C. San Diego 9. San Francsco State
5. UC, Davis 10. Unvers tyof
Mich rgan Ann Arbor
Members of the Class by State (Top Five
1. California 4. Texas
2 New York 5H nois
3S Massachusetts
These data are badc on the 1990 enroll
ment figures for the class of 1993 as of
September 1990. For additional information
on admissions call 415/565-4623. rofiles of
individual members of this class will appear
in an upcoming issue of the Hastings
Community.
-low- IBM- "'0d Dyhurman 1'.. onore -Ab
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Kneeland H. Lobner's
Sacramento firm of Lobner
& Bul has merged with
Ingoglia, Marskey & Kearney,




on. Walter H. Harrington
has been appointed to the
an Mateo County CA.
Siuperior Court.
Hon. Annette LaRue, of
the Fresno Municipal Court,
was among 14 California
women honored by the
California Commission on the
Status of Women.
Hawatha T. Roberts has a
private practice, Roberts &
Stokes, with his daughter
Sandra Roberts-Stokes, '82,
and her husband Danny
Stokes, '80, in Oakland CA.
Hon. Edward A. Hinz, Jr.
has been elevated to the CA.
2nd District Court of Appeal.
19 6
Bruce W. Belding received
the 1989 Distinguished
Service Award from the
American Arbitration Asso-
ciation for outstanding
service in the area of resolu-
tion of commerical disputes.
He has recently become a
partner at the San Francisco
firm of Graham & James.
Hon. Michael B. D~ufficv
has been appointed to the
Marin County CA. Municipal
Court.
Joh S. Herrington, former
U.S. Secretary of Energy,
as been named chairman of
publishing house Harcourt,
race Jovanovich.
Robert W. Taggart was
named Senior Vice President




Lawrence M. Nagin has
become Senior Vice Presi-
dent - Corporate Affairs and
General Counsel for UAL





Secretary of CalFed, Inc.
196
Neil M. Park has been
elevated to partner at
Cooper, hite & Cooper in
San Francisco.
Jerome L. Lemberger
has received the Legion of
Merit Award from the US
Army Judge Advocates
General Corps after serving
20 years with the Corps"
john F. Staley has been
appointed to the Board of
Directors of Xscribe Corp.
based in San Diego. CA.
Larry C. Holman, Senior
Vice President of Mrs.
Field's, Inc., has been nae
to the firm's board of dir c-
tors in Park City, Utah.
class of 74
Richard C. Raines is now
a partner with the firm of
Gagen, McCoy, McMahon
Armstrong in Danville, CA.
He is specializing in real
estate and business litigation.
.M. Jantiece Smith Ihas-
oined the San Francisco law
firm of Carroll, Burdick &
McDonough as a partner.
Marie F. Hogan has becu
appinted Vice President of
Sanwa Bank of California.
J. Virnia Stevens has
co-authored an article titled
"Toxic Wastes -. Should the
Ogre's Head be Raised on tb
Estate Tax Return?," which
was published in Tax Man-
agement, Estates, Gifts and
Trusts Journal in April,
1990.
Hlarlan E. S-wain fhas beenc Z
selected to be a Los Angeles
County Municipal Court
Commissioner for the South
Bay Judicial District.
196
Rex T. Kearney, Jr.'s
Sacramento firm of Ingoglia,
Marskey & Kearney as
joined with Kneland IH.
Lobner's firm Lohner & ull
to form Ingoglia, Marskey,
Kearney, Lohner & Bull.
lon. Timothy A. ear
don, a member of the
Hastings Alumni Association
Board of Governors, has
been appointed an Associate
Justice for the CA, First
District Court of Appeal,
Division Four.
Hon. Gorge Nicholson has
been elevated from the
Sacramento County Superior




appointed judge for the San
Francisco City and County
Superior Court,
James F. Iwasko has formed
his own firm of Iwasko6&
Coo in Santa Maria, CA.
Roy B. Kirkorian has
been appointed President
and Chief Executive Officer
of Oakland based Med-
Choiice, Inc.
197
Richard G. Bell was elected
Vice President of Watkins-
johnson Co. in Palo Alto.,
CA
Stephen J. Crane has had
an eventful year. He coached
his aughter's 4th grade
basketball teai to an
undefeated CYO season and
his Seattle firm of Crane,
Stamper, Dunham & Drury
won the largestjury verdict
in t e state of Washington
Ralph W. Tarr has left the
U.S. Department of the
Interior to return to rivate
practice with the Houston
based law firm of Andrews
Kurth. He is a resident in thc
firm's L.A. office.
J. Rene Wlezynski
has been appointed Pro
Tempore Judge of the
California State Bar Court,
the first full-time profes-
sional court in the nation for
adjudicating attorney
disciplinary matters.
Christopher E. Ellison has
formed his own firm of
Grueneich & Ellison in
Sacramento, CA.
David P. Foos has
accepted a new position as




Wiliam S, Solari has
joined the San Francisco
firm of Jeffer, Mangels,
Butler & Marmaro as a
senior partner in the Corpo-
rate, Tax and eal Estate
Departments.
R. Paul Soter has estab-
lished his own firm
froughton & Soter in San
Francisco.
Geotrgec H. Kafikmnan has
joined the San Francisco law
firm of Farella, Braun &
Martel as special counsel.
Jernnifer L--. Keller is nlow
a senior deputy public
defender in Orange County,
C A., assigned to the homicide
trial panel.
Marita K. Marshtal of the
San Francisco firm of
Bronson, Bronson & McKin-
non has been appointed chair
of the San Francisco Bar
Association's Probate and
Trust Law Section.
Steven Oroza is a partner
with the San Francisco firm
of Lillick & Charles.
Daphne Dunn Wilson is
Public Defender Level 4 in
Stanislaus County, CA.
Barbara A. Cray has been
appointed litigation counsel
to Csaplar &tBok in San
Francisco.
Anne Hiaring has opened
her own law practice in San
Francisco, specializing in
domestic and foreign trade-
mark and copyright law,
licensing, corporate matters
and contracts.
Ted W. Loewen has
begun a two-year assigment
in Reedley, CA. on
the Mennonite 1 Central
Committee.
Eileen F. Braunreiter and
George S. Duesdieker had a
baby girl, Alice Madeleine,
on January 11, 1990.
Michael J. Henderson is
now a partner with Bronson,
Bronson & McKinnon in San
Francisco.
Michael S. MeLaughlin is
leaving his position in the
District Attorney's Office in
Anchorage, AK., and plans
to travel before returning to
private practice.
private practice with his
wife, Sandra Roberts-Stokes,
'82, and his father-in-law,
Hiawatha T. Stokes,'53, in
Oakland, CA.
James M. Wagstaffe has
joined the litigation depart-
ment of San Francisco's
Cooper, bite& Cooper as a
partner.
Nancy L. Worthington
has been appointed Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Law
Enforcement for the U.S.
'ireasury Department.
1981romo
Debra L. Mellinkoff has
been elevated to partner at
the San Francisco firm of
Long & Levit.
Tou-ne R.Yotm4, o
Morrison & Foerster in San
Francisco, recently spent a
month in Mauritius i the
Indian Ocean as an advisor-




Jeffrey j.Goodrieh has been
named partner at Buchalter,
Nemer, Fields &(Young in
San Francisco.
Robert J. Kaneda has
begun two years of Japanese
language training prior to
assignment in 1992 as a
political officr at the U.S.
Embassy in Tokyo, Japan.
His other diplomatic assign
ments have included tours as
a political officer in the U.S.
Embassies in Port-au-Prince,
Haiti and in aris, France.
Mark S. Annett has been
elevated to partner at the
San Francisco firm of Long
& Levit.
Karl Olson has been
named partner at Cooper
White & Cooper in San
Francisco.
Sanra Roberts-Stokes
has a privatc practice with
her husband Danny Stokes.
'80, and her father,
Hiawatha T. Roberts, '53, in
Oakland, CA.
Kyra A. Subbotin has
been named a partner at
Rogers, Joseph, 0'Donnell &
Quinn in San Fr ancisco.
Leslie A. Thotmsen has
opened her own land use and
business litigation practice in
Santa Rosa, CA. For the past
five years, she had been
practicing with the San
afael firm of Bianchi,
axton, Engel, Keegin and
Sherwood.
Patricia Lee Wilson has
been appointed Vice Presi-
dent of the San Francisco-
headquartered international
executive search firm of Leon
A. Farley Associates.
1983MEMI
Colin J. Coffey has been
elevated to partner at Norris
and Norris in Richmond,
CA.
Ariel P. Calonne has been
appointed the City Attorney
of Palo Alto, CA.
Tim J. Eert spialz
ing in constructionI law h
been named a partner at th
San Francisco/Emerville
firm of Corbett & ae.H
is a member of the Lgl
Ad isory Committe of the
Associated General Conitra
to)rs of California,
ihoa f oFroa h
Oaklad fir of Cosby
10
r cCormick Barstow
Seber of the Californi
Ia R 'evisioin Commissionr
Ao. bhas rccently joined
the AhumniAssoitionks
oadof Governors.
be e VicePresident nd
Co1 elat the Bn k"
afonia.
beoe a partner ie






tir San Jose firm of (hung
i oano in 1987, and were
maridin 1988.
md partner with San
becea senior associate of
Harson s intellctual
prpety deartment. wherc
sh peializes in natters
rnvolving eetronics and bio-
Lila C. Houtz has been
appointed Deputy Public
Defender, L with the Los
Angeles Public Defender
Jennifer O'Connor has
eft private practice to go
serve as legal counsel with
Honda Cars in Marysville,
Ohio.
Carolyn A. Samiere,
an international lawyer with
the law offices of Richard I.
mie Associates in Los
Angeles, was highlighted as a
'fast track careerist' in the
June 1990 issue of Money
M1agaie
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Three members of the Class
of '85 are now on the Board
of irectors of the San
Francisco Barristers Club.
They are Carin T. Fujisaki,
Lisa . Martin, and Robin
Lynn Wonder.
Barbara A. Skottee has
been elected to the Young
Lawyers Section of the
Multnomah Bar Association
in Portland, Oregon.
T. Scott Tate has been
named a partner with San
Francisco's Bronson,
Bronson & McKinnon. He
works in the firm's Santa
osa office.
Lawrence S. Kson, an
attorney with the Supreme
Court Branch of the National
Labor Relations Board in
Washington. DC., has
authored A Legal Guide to
Employee Relations, just
published by the American
Bankers Association.
Alanvr T. fHuie is Generm,,al
Counsel for ong Kong TV
Video Program, Inc., with
offices in San Francisco.
Randal A. Doctor has been
accepted into the diploma
program at thc Stockholm
University Faculty of Law.
Julie C. er a
appointed de puty attorney
general for the California
Attorney General s Office.
She investigates and prose-
cutes complex c1ases of white-
collar crime throughout
Caifornia.
Royn L. Chew has been
appointed Deputy Public
Defender, I, with the Los
Angeles Public Defender's
Office.
David M. eepnews is
with the Government Rela-
tions Department of the
California Nurses Associa-
tion in Sacramento. CA.
19 8
eland J. Ell'ison has joined
the Sacramento-based
Drobny Law Offices as an
associate attorney.
has been appointed epty
Pbc D efender, I, with the
Los Angeles Publi eDefen-
der's Office.
Kelly Dearman has
received a fellowship to the
agleton Institute of Politics
at Rutgers University in
New Jersey.
In Memoriam
illiam T. Belcher, Jr., '49
Joe Clause Collins, '33
Grant P. DuBois, '63
on. Walter R. Evans, '35
ayle Hutchins Gossett, '80
rnest HKunzi, '53
artkes Miroyan, '55
Leslie G. MaGowan, '53
orsett M.Philhps, '3
illiam J. Purciel, '35
aeC.Relly, '50
Sel don T. Rutherford, '32
aul L. Siegrist, '72
Joel eisberg , '80
Professor Ricard Boswell
presented his paper "Rights
of Aliens in Deportation
Cases' at the Aerican
Immigration Lawyers
Association's Annual Confer-
ence in June 1990, and will
continue to serve as a
member of the AILA Board
of Governors. In October he
was a contributor at the
meeting of the ALS Com
mittee on Clnical Legal
Education and participated
on a panel on Clinical Legal
Education at Hastings. In
November he made a presen-
tation on "Advocacy Skills
for Hearings before Immigra-
tion Judges" for the Immi-
grant Legal Resouree Center
and the National Lawyers
Guil ,he also moderated a
segment for San Francisco's
public television station
ED on "The Meaning of
Justice." His textbook
Immigration and Nationality
Law: Cases and Materials is
being published by Carolina
Academic Press in Novembe r
1990. In December he will
moderate a panel on "Litiga
tion of Immigration Cas
for the California Conference
of the American Immigratior
Lawyers Association. In
addition, he will chair thc
Litigation Section of the
American Association of Law
Schools for 1991 and will




tional Fact Finding. Explor
ing the Empirical Component
of Constitutional Interpreta-
tior" will be published in
January issue of the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania Law
Review.c
Professor ose Grodi
was a Scholar in Residence
at the Rockefeller
Foundation's Bellagio Cente
in Italy for a portion of the
summer, working on his
'Justice in the Workplace"
project.
Professor Ray D. Heson's
Documents of Title U nder
the Uniform Commercial
Code, Second Edition has






Kane was appointed by Chief
Justice Rehnquist to serve as
the Reporter for the Ad Hoc
Committee on Asbestos Liti-
gation. The Committee is
composed of six federal
judges whose charge is to
make administrative and
legislative recommendations
regarding how to improve the
handling of ashestos litiga-
tion in the federal courts.
Also, her book Nutshell on
Civil Procedure is being
translated into Korean for
distribution in that country.
See column one. pg. 12
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Professor Evan Lee's article
"Principled Decisionmaking
and the Proper Role of
Federal Appellate Courts"
will appear in Volume 64 of
he Southern California Law
1Rev1iew.
Professor Leo Martinez'
article on a Federal Tax
Am nesty will be published in
this winter's Virginia Tax
Professor'C"al-via n Massey
spoke in May at the National
Association of Attorneys
General on The Anti-
Federalist Ninth Amendment
and its Implications for State
Constitutional Law." A
vised and expanded edition
will appear under the same
title in afortheoming issue of
the isconsin Law Review.
He spoke in June at the
(anadian Institute for
Advanced Legal Studies on
"The American Law of
Fiduciary Obligation.'" A
revised version will appear
under the same title in a
forthcoming issue of the Sas-
katchewan Law Review.
rofessor Massey has
aother article which will
appear in an upcommg issue
of the Duke Law Review,
entitled 4The Locus of
Sovereignty. Judicial Re-
view, Legislative Supremacy,
and Federalism in the Consti-
tutional Traditions of
Canada and the United
States."
Professor Melissa Nelken
has been asked to serve on
thc national advisory
committee for the American
Judicature Society's project
on the impact of Federal
Rule 11 in the 5th, 7th, and
9th Circuits. The results of
her research on the impact of
Rule 11 on practice in the
Northern District of Califor-
nia will be published in Judi-
cature in November 1990.
Among Professor Stefan
Riesenfeld's recent publica-
tions are "The Influence of
German Legal Theory on
American Law: The Heritage
of Savigny and His Dis-
ciples," 37 American Journal
of Comparative Law 1(1989);
"International Agreements,"
14 Yale Journal of Interna
tional Law 455 (1989); 'Ju
risdiction Over Foreign Flag
Vessels and the U.S. Courts:
Adrift Without a Compass?"
10 Michigan Journal of
International Law 241
(1989); "Pacific Ocean
Resources: The New Region-
alism and the Global Sys-
tem," 16 Ecology Law
Quarterly 355 (1989); and,




Riesenfeld has spent the last
two summers at the ax
Planek Institute for Foreign
and Private International
Law of the Uiiversity of
Hamburg, Germany working
on his treatise on compara-
tive law of bankruptcy. He
was also a visiting professor
at Fribourg University in
Switzerland 'and spoke at
Wurzberg, Germany on
the occasion of the 40th
Anniversary of the German
Society of Comparative Law
His subject was "The ecip-
rocal Impact of American
Law and German Law in the
19th and 20th Century." In
addition, he gave the princi-
pal address on recent
developmenti in the Common
Market at the Spring 1990
Hastings International
and Comparative Law
Symposium on the European
Economui Conununity. On
November 18, 1990, Profes-
sor Riesenfeld delivered the
Seventh Annual Henry
Morris Lecture on Interna-
tional and Comparative Law
at 1IT Chicago-Kent Law
School. The title of the
lecture w eas rh Judiciary
as the Guardian of the
Constitution in Light of
Comparative Law.
Professor Louis Sehwartz's
essay enititlcd 'Making a
Joke of the Antitrust Laws"
appeared in the L.A. Daily
Journal, 9/27/90.
Shooting of the movie of
Clarence Darrow's life, to
which Professor Kevin
Tierney is consultant, began
in Pittsburgh on October 26.
Although Darrow's life was
centered in Chicago, the
producers decided that
Pittsburgh was a preferable
shooting location because of
its period courtrooms and
intact turn-of-the-cventury
exteriors. The movie is
underwritten by Americar
Playhouse and the foreign
distribution rights have been
sold to Cypress Films. First
screening is expected in 1991.
Professor Bpill Wang
recently published" More
Thoughts on Litwin v. Allen"
ini The Red Herr"ing. the
newsletter of the Section on
Business Associations of the
Association of American Law
Schools, Vol. 9, no. 1, at 3
(fall 1989). During the spring
1990 semester, Professor
Wang was a visiting professor
bibliography,"Art and the
Law," has been published by
Oceana Publications (June
1990). She was Coordinator
and Moderator of a panel
presentation on "Murals,
mobiles and Moral Rights:
Emerging Issues in Art Law"
at the Annual Meeting of the
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OS ANNUAL GIFT REPORT 1989/90
cade ear 1 89/90 was a banner year for private support
0 llege. or the first time ever, more than $1,000,000
a tribu d by alumni, businesses, and friends of the
C ,w the majority of those funds being allocated for
i onal or faculty support and for student financial aid.
5% of Hastings students now receive some form of
ial aid.
e Annual Fund itself in 1989/90 accounted for over 20%
he va all gifts to the College, including $156,192 in
In ricted gift nd $51,331 in restricted gifts. Over 1,400
ew donors parti pated in the 1989/90 Annual Fund cam-
paign, nearly 1, 0 of whom responded to the College's first
aisin onathan in November, 1989.
A "Hastings Honor Roll of Donors" is provided on the
following pages; the generosity of these much appreciated
donors has enabled the College to expand and improve its
academic programs, enhance its facilities, and extend its
support of both faculty and students. Some of the highlights
of the past year include -
* The number of donors participating in the Annual Fund
campaign increased by nearly 170%, going from 851 donors
in 1988/89 to 2,285 donors in 1989/90. Nearly 20% of
Hastings graduates contributed to the College in 1989/90.
* Through the generosity of Professor Peter K. Maier and
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fromm, Hastings was able to establish
its first fully endowed faculty chair. The Fromm Chair in
International and Comparative Law recognizes the impor-
tance of a worldwide perspective at the College.
*A $168,000 bequest from a former member of the Hastings
Board of Directors, the late Joseph Catherwood, has enabled
the College to start making disbursements from its loan
repayment assistance program which was designed to encour-
age Hastings graduates to pursue - or remain in - public
interest law positions.
* Three new student scholarships were established in memory
of three Hastings alumni: Melissa Maxwell, '83; Richard
Denham, '52; and Sheldon Rutherford, '32.
* Private gifts helped to sponsor three law journal symposia.
In the fall, Comm/Ent co-sponsored the 3rd National Volun-
teer Lawyers for the Arts Art Law Symposium, in collabora-
tion with California Lawyers for the Arts. Hastings Interna-
tional and Comparative Law Review sponsored a symposium
on "Europe 1992: Emerging Legal Issues Affecting U.S.
Businesses and Professionals," and Comm/Ent also sponsored
its 2nd Annual Computer Law Symposium.
* Private gifts for the Legal Education Opportunity Program
(LEOP) provided needed supplemental funds for recruitment
programs, equipment acquisitions, and for bar review course
materials for the benefit of LEOP participants.
GIFT STATISTICS
Both the number of donors and overall value of gifts to the
College increased dramatically this past academic year. The
number of donors increased by nearly 170% over the prior
year, and the dollar value of overall gifts to Hastings this past
year increased by over 40%. Recently mandated reductions
in State support for Hastings make it critical that this upward
trend in giving continues. The 1990/91 Annual Fund cam-
paign to ensure Hastings' "margin of excellence" has already
received a marvelous boost from a very loyal Hastings
graduate who has offered to match - on a dollar-for-dollar
basis - the first $50,000 contributed to the Annual Fund!
Summary of Gifts, 1989/90
Private Support of Hastings College of the Law
Contributions Came from the Following Sources*
Alumni $323,000 32.1%
Businesses $ 16,000 1.6%
Firms $ 8,000 0.8%
Foundations & Trusts $351,000 34.9%
Friends $307,000 30.6%
Total Contributions $1,005,000 100%
Contributed Funds Were Contributed for the Following
Purposes*
Capital Projects $ 12,000
Faculty & Instructional Support $ 58,000
Student Aid $603,000 6
Student Groups $ 9,000
Other $ 10,000
Unrestricted $313,000 3








*Figures are rounded to the nearest $1,000.
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*Includes all gifts to both the College and the 1066 Foundation
HONOR ROLL OF DONORS
JULY 1,1989-JUNE30, 19
he follo pages recognize the many generous donors to the
Col ,including the members of the donor clubs of Hastings
C e of the Law for the fiscal year July 1, 1989-June 30,
1 . Gifts made after June 30, 1990 will be recognized in
year's Annual Report. If you find any errors or omis-
please contact the Office of College Relations at 200
lister Street, San Francisco, California, 94102.
he College honors these alumni and friends whose gifts
immeasurably to the quality of legal education at
stings.
Thank you for your support.
Individual (fts iota/ing
Irene Denham
Alfred and Hanna Fromm
Matthew Levitan '76
Professor Peter K. Maier
SECON CETURY CLUB
Rosabelle R. Tobriner
Merle C. Chambers '77
Madalyn Hoberg
Professor Mary Kay Kane
Elizabeth Richards '57
Professor Warren Shattuck
Bernard & Mrs. Mimi West
Robin Baggett '76
James R. Bancroft '49
Philip W. Bartenetti '70
Prof. Paul E. Bayse
Paul Bennett '74
Stephen D. Bomes '71
Scott Bowersock '66
A. Frank Bray Jr.
Hon. Willie L. Brown Jr. '58
Terrence A. Callan '64
William C. Carr '62
Merle C. Chambers '77
Hon. William R. Channell '49
Joseph Cotchett '64
Jerry M. Custis '79
Peter Davis '69
Joseph E. Deering Jr. '71
Edward M. Digardi '47
John Francis Digardi '28
Harold S. Dobbs '42
Dennis P. Dorman '71
Fritz L. Duda '64
Myron E. Etienne Jr. '52
Betty M. Falk '46
L. Richard Fischer '70
C. Randolph Fishburn '81
M. Wainwright Fishburn Jr. '81
Valerie Anne Fontaine '79
Keith S. Fraser '61
Eugene L. Freeland '51
Wallace S. Fujiyama
Ruth Church Gupta '48
James C. Hagedorn '63
A.W. Ham Jr. '48
Gayle W. Higaki
Paul F. Higaki Jr. '80
Madalyn Hoberg
Douglas Hotes '84
Randolph L. Howard '74
Professor William T. Hutton
Raymond J. Ikola '74
Clayton R. Jackson '68
Max Killian Jamison Sr. '45
Melvin C. Kerwin '61
Angele Khachadour '62
George King '58
John T. Knox '52
Philip M. Knox Jr. '49
Bert T. Kobayashi Jr. '65
Hon. Annette LaRue '52
Academic Dean Daniel J. and
Beverly Lathrope
Clement Lee
Carl A. Leonard '68
Matthew Levitan '76
Prof. Stephen A. Lind
Kneeland H. Lobner '44
Thomas J. MacBride Jr. '75
James E. Mahoney '66
Prof. Peter K. Maier
Charlotte N. Makoff '87
Jeffrey Taylor Makoff '85
Douglas C. McClure '69
H. L. "Mike" McCormick '61
Thomas E. Miller '73
Bernard W. Nebenzahl '66
Edwin N. Ness '54
Stephen E. Newton '67
Peter P.J. Ng '64
John E. Nordin II '69
John F. O'Hara '46
William Poeschl
Ralph M. Pray III '67
Aletha R. Ragan
Robert Ramsey Jr. '73
Dean Frank T. Read
Harold Robinson III '65
Jane A. Rummel
Dwight M. Rush '53
Robert Sakai '74
Philip M. Savage III '67
Francis 0. Scarpulla '67
Barry A. Schulman '64
Prof. Stephen Schwarz
Prof. Warren Shattuck
Garrin James Shaw '68
Walter Shorenstein
Cynthia Smith '83
James K. Smith '65
Jane Peterson Smith '75
John K. "Jack" Smith '54
John A. Sproul
Marvin Sussman '50
John Keith Tempel '67
Paul J. Ten Doesschate '54
Richard J. Thalheimer '74
Brian David Thiessen '67
Joseph M. Thornhill '71
Robert Tourtelot '64
Thomas Van Voorhis '59
Jack Werchick '49
John A. White '42
Kristian D. Whitten '73
Alfred Mun Kong Wong '64
Benjamin N. Wyatt '61
James B. Young '69
Jackson Yuen '83
Martin I. Zankel '74
106CLUB DNR
Joan Altman
Mary Ann Barngrover '76
Margot Champagne '72
Jay C. Egenes












John Wallace Watson '84
Ron. Philip C. Wilkins '39
James Craig Williams
AT INST PAGS I
AS SPARTNERJS
Hon. Nat A. Agliano '59
Joan L. Cassman '77
Dana Michael Cole '79
Edward L. Fanucchi '67
Robert C. Field '60
Robert E. Freitas '77
Kennard M. Goodman '81
Marlin W. Haley '34
Carl E. Hayes '76
James Edgar Hervey '50
Clinton W. Holland '73
George King '58
David M. Lilly, Jr. '76
Samuel J. Mercer Jr. '36
Wendell K. Pang '70
Stanley M. Roden '66
Bernard P. Simons '67
Larry L. Smith '75
David Vaughn Stiles '76
Thomas W. Stoever '60
Steven Takei '81
Michael D. Tom '75
Wayne Veatch Sr. '35
Thomas L. Woodruff '65
STNGS ASSOC ITS
Philip Adams '38
James Michael Allen '71
Spencer R. Alter '57
Janet Ambrozek '77
Leslie G. Anderson '64
Harry G. Andrews '52
Robert 0.Appleton Jr. '70
Hon. Albert Axelrod '25
Hon. Robert K. Barber '48
Stanley L. Bauer '51
Donald Belkin '66
Richard S. Berger '67
Thomas Biggar '71
Kenneth W. Bolinger '72
Anthony R. Brookman '53
John M. Brown '79
Roy Chikamoto '76
Bruce J. Christenson '63
Albert G. Clark Jr. '63
C. Don Clay '81
Thomas Dobyns '72
John F. Donovan '63
Douglas A. Emerick '86
Carmen A. Estrada '77
William F. Flahavan Jr. '71
Robert Fleckner '54
Kenneth J. Florence '74
William E. Freedman '53
Marc D. Garfinkle '78
William Gibbs '63
Leon J. Gladstone '76
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William A. Gould Jr. '63
Hon. Sheldon H. Grossfeld '59
Steven H. Gurnee '75
Haesloop & Kent
Raymond L. Hanson '36
William R. Harmsen '71
Candace J. Heisler '72
Thomas A.E. Hesketh '79
Barbara Ann Hickman '84
Hon. Ernest M. Hiroshige '70
Harvey Wm. Hoffman '50




Michael M. Johnson '76
Russell L. Johnson '72
Stephen J. Kane '76
Michael Kershaw '51
Roy B. Kirkorian '70
Lois R. Limbach '82
George M. Lindahl '74
Karl Lo '78
Hon. Charles A. Loring '38
Joseph D. Magri '77
Kenneth M. Malovos '69
Rachel Markun '81
Scott A. Martin '73
Paula Devens Matayoshi '81
Lee Mermelstein '67
J. Robert Meserve '41
Jerome Allan Montgomery '64
David G. Moore '64
Robert A. Muhlbach '76
Peter Scott Myers '84
Jonathan Novak '79
Michael F. O'Connor '71
Wm. Patrick O'Connor '62
Charles E. Osthimer III '71
Ellen 0. Pfaff '77
Donald Primavera '76
Ellis D. Reiter Jr. '63
James F. Rogers '57
James Ron '55
Prof. Thomas H. Rothwell '51
Gerald Y. Sekiya '68
Cathy Mendelson Siegel '76
Skadden Arps Slate et al
Richard C. Smith '68
Richard L. Sorem '68
Claude M. Stern '80
Harold A. Stone '55
Prof. Raymond L. Sullivan
William R. Sweeney '52
Kern Easton Tindall '49
Richard J. Tuckerman '61
Francesca Turner
Ronald K. Van Wert '68
Alan J. Vogl '66
Thomas A. Vyse '62
Hon. Reginald M. Watt '39
Morry Paul Weinstein '70
Randall W. Wulff '74
Randall Y. Yamamoto '82
A STINGS 0 CONSELORS
Hon. Richard W. Abbe '53
Eric Marshall Abramson '81
Stephen Acker '75
Douglass M. Adams '53
Lorraine Hiroko Akiba '81
Craig C. Alexander '77
Jack C. Alhadeff '64
James Monroe Allen '71
John W. Allured '78
Bryce C. Anderson '70
Michael B. Anderson '67
Robert M. Anderson '77
Eugen C. Andres '68
Hon. Lawrence G. Antolini '65
James Ardaiz '74
Anthony G. Arlen '78
Maya Lynne Armour '86
Yoichi John Asari '69
Bill E. Atkisson '52
Carolyn S. Attkisson '75
Robert L. Bacon '51
Daniel W. Baker '49
Deborah L. Baldocchi '89
II Y. Bang '87
H. E. "Bert" Barker, Jr.'63
Constance O'Brien
Bartholomew '78
David John Becht '82
Gregory Michael Beck '78
Thomas Lane Becket '76
Frank 0. Bell '66
R. Lance Belsome '85
Ronald Scott Bemis '76
Marc L. Benezra '85
Hon. Richard A. Bennett '73
Arnold I Benningson '72




Richard Guy Blair '75
Roanld Boehm '81
Terrence J. Bonham '63
Brian T. Borders '80
Viggo Boserup '69
John C. Bost '73
Hon. Robert L. Bostick '49
Prof. Patricia C.
Bradford '81
William R. Bragg '76
Alice Bray '83
David Bruce Brearley '69
Carol Brittain '83
Claudia M. Brooks '79
Lorne J. Brown '64
Peter S. Browne '76
Mark Brownstein '76
Daniel Buchalter '78
Thomas K. Buck '76
Ronald Buckly '78
Betty C. Bullock '79
Timothy Patrick Burns '89
C. Ann Busby '76
Mary E. Butler '76
Frederick Bysshe '62
Helen M. Cake '72
Hon. David W. Calfee '49
Mark Alan Cameron '81
John L. Cammack '73
Joel Carash '67
Donald Carlson '77
Robert E. Carlson '58
Walter M. Carlson, Jr. '74
Stephen R. Casaleggio '69
Edna F. Cash-Dudley '82
Harry W. R.
Chamberlain II '80
Dennis Wendell Chang '86
Hon. Richard F. Charvat '63
Ronald C. Chauvel '78
Christina Yu-Ching Chen '78
Richard C. Chier '65
Keith S. K. Ching '74
Steven Chung '76
Peter W. Clapp '82
Daniel Clark '87
William S. Clark '63
Lisa Coughilin Clay '81
David W. Clingman '75
Hugh H. Coffin '67
Harold R. Collins, Jr. '64
Mark Scott Collins '74
Jack L. Collison '62
Harrison Finley Comstock '56
John Robert Connelly '81
Michael N. Conneran '88
Hon. J. Hilary Cook '58
M. Stephen Coontz '70
Judith M. Copeland '74
Paul Cooper '66
Craig Lee Corren '66
Arthur W. Corse '70
Priscilla Jane Cortez '87
Margaret Ann Costello for
Richard Costello '34
Robert W. Crabtree '66
John W. Crawford '77
Douglas George Crosby '69
William J. Cruzen '67
James Cuneo '65
Thomas R. Curry '70
James R. Cutright '63
Paul H. Cyril '62
Julia A. Dahlberg '86
Paul N. Daigle '68
Anthony P. David '67
Richard Davidoff '78
Susan K. Davidoff '79
Douglas B. Davidson '73
John J. Davis Jr. '75
James B. De Golia '76
Judith A. DeFranco '89
Stephen P. Dena '86
Harold R. Densmore '51
John R. Desha III '72
Donald William Detisch '70
Warren C. Deutsch '62
Robin J. Dezember '69
Marcello M. Di Mauro '73
Lucia Marie Diamond '82
Howard G. Dickenson '50
Norbert J. Dickman '73
George A. Dickson '64
Hon. Leonard Dieden '40
Richard A. Dinnebier '73
Stephen Dollinger '73
Kevin Domecus '79
McMorris M. Dow '50
Michael D. Dowling '66
Scott John Drexel '75
Kenneth B. Drost '78
Michael B. Dufficy '63
Richard Arthur Dumke '66
Hon. James Duvaras Jr. '54
Dorsey K. Dwelle '40
Kevin M. Dyer '79
Alan Jay Eakin '69
Stephen K. Easton '70
Hon. Louis Edmunds '52
Thomas E. Edwards '74
Steven J. Elie '87
Robert Elliott '84
Douglas A. Emerick '86
Allan V. Emmert '74
Marc Empey '84
Trudy A. Ernst '78
Paul Escobosa '75
Thomas C. Fallgatter '73
Daniel G. Farthing '71
Alison Smith Fay '81
Steven H. Felderstein '73
Hon. Marvin E. Ferguson '52
Thomas R. Fier '77
Gennaro August Filice III '74
Timothy H. Fine
Henry E. Fink '87
Bernard J. Fischbach '70
Michael J. Fish '80
Michael M. Fleming '75
Robert Fletcher '69
Charles M. Floren '74
Harry David Flowers '71
Brian L. Forbes '74
Kevin Mark Forbush '88
Michael L. Freed '74
Barry Friedman '70
Samuel Frizell '64
Jessie C. Furness '83
Joseph H. Furtado '80
John A. Garcia '81
Stephen K. Gardner '75
Cynthia A. Garrett '76
Robert Charles Gebhardt '70
Richard J. Geddes '74
Steven John Gee '88
Thomas Geiser '77
Richard Lawrence Gerould '81
Dennis W. Ghan '77
Scott Ghormley '76
Gerry H. Ginsberg '69
Clement L. Glynn '73
William J. Goines '74
Phillip Goldberg '85
Barry Goldman '64
Neal M. Goldstein '78
G. Edward Goodwin '40
Hon. Frank A. Grande '65
John A. Granger '76
Maureen A. Grattan '81
Arthur W. Gray Jr. '52
Milton Charles Grimes '73
Reynold J. Gualco '48
Jerrel L. Guerino '67
Gary E. Gunderman '61
Stephen Guttman '73
Peter M. Gwosdof '63
Eric R. Haas '76
Thomas A. Haeuser '73
Robert L. Hagle '87
Donald J. Hamman '80
Violet Handelman '81
James F. Hann '77
Ian Hardcastle '89
Richard U. Harker Jr. '71




William C. Harrison '66
Philip W. Harry '64
George K. Hartwick '40
Philip Joseph Hayes '87
Edward J. Hegarty '63
Richard Heher '78
Margaret M. Heiser '77
Michael J. Henderson '80
Robert M. Henderson '73
John L. Hendry '64
David W. Herrick '74
Michael J. Hersek '89
Daniel J. Higgins '40
Lloyd Hinkelman '56
Thomas L. Hinkle '71
Gerald M. Hinkley '75
Mark Hirabayashi '81
Richard E. Hitchcock '51
Marie F. Hogan '75
Hon. Paul M. Hogan '60
Robert M. Holstein Jr. '71
Ngai Ho Hong '40
Walton D.Y. Hong '69
Craig A. Houghton '79
William K. Houston III '66
Gregg B. Hovey '83
Ralph B. Hoyt '54
Helen Yuen Hing Hui '74
Rebecca A. Hull '81
Donald L. Humphreys '64
Hon. David E. Hunter '67
William T. Hunter Jr. '68
Joseph R. Igelmund '71
Roy H. Ikeda '74
Lawrence N. C. Ing '66
W. Ronald Ingram '62
Lawrence Iser '80
Lester J. Ishado '75
V. James Jackl '68
Allan Kirk Jacobi '85
Gary Paul Jacobs '69
Peter McKible Jacobs '69
Howard A. Janssen '69
Hon. Thomas M. Jenkins '49
Hon. William E. Jensen '51
Edward Jew '73
Steger Johnson '78
Craig R. Johnston '67
David Arthur Jones Jr. '85
Michael D. Joseph '78
Sheri E. Taplitz Joseph '81
James R. Judge '73
Ronald Emil Kaldor '69
Stanley Kanetake '68
Scott L. Kays '76
Frank P. Kelly III '78
Joseph 1. Kelly '58
Jack Kenealy '77
Parker S. Kennedy '73
H. Sinclair Kerr Jr. '74
Isam C. Khoury '73
Campbell Killefer '77
Edward Vincent King Jr. '78
Michael J. Kinkelaar '82
David S. Kupetz '86
Jack Kusaba '54
Joseph A. LaMantia '72
Bill H. Lampi '65
Richard L. Landes '68
John Andrew Larimore '76
Diane Larrabee '80
Matthew Larrabee '80
Mark A. Larsen '73
C. Ingrid Larson '71
Robert E. Laughlin '46




James S. Leigh '75
John H. Lejnieks '73
Mildred W. Levin '34
Rose-Eve K. Lewis '80
David Lichtenstein '67
John S.C. Lim '82




Steven Flint Lowe '71
Hon. E. Patricia Lucey '71
Nicholas L. Lucich Jr. '76
Norman Lundberg '72
Don A. Lynn '73
John A. MacKerron III '84
Hon. Elmer Machado '37
Collis P. Mahan '44
Paula Z. Mahan '78
Lisa Wile Maibach '81
Joseph M. Marchini '78
Milton H. Mares '67
Hon. Ollie Marie-Victoire '56
Kim Marois '76
Thomas M. Marovich '64
Robert A. Martin '64
John Royal Martineau '69
Edward Mastrangelo '78
Richard G. McBurnie '74
Sally Jean McCabe '79
William D. McCann '71
Hon. Francis L.
McCarthy Ret. '33
George R. McClenahan '50
Gordon E. McClintock '67
Carolyn K. McCourt '86
Jack B. McCowan Jr. '74
Bruce B. McCrea '73
Nion T. McEvoy '79
James W. McKeehan '71
Dorsey H. McLaughlin Jr. '83
Dennis E. McLean '80
Michael P. McNamara '82
Howard 1R. Melamed '67
Robert John Menifee '69
Hon. Leonard I. Meyers '41
Shoko Tanida Michael '88
Gary Ira Micon '85
William C. Miller '55
Charlene P. Mitchell '77
Brian Monaghan '70
John C. Kinney '49 Lisa Arnest Mondori '83
Mark Alexander Klein '71 Irwin H. Monroe '61
E. Barry Kline '66 Meredith J. Monroe '88
Marilyn Klinger '78 Robert A. Moore '53
Kenneth M. Klug '72 Chester Morris '61
Karla Knieps '81 William H. Morris '73
Steven Koch '84 Hon. William D. Mudd '69
Roy Jerome Koegen '74 Raymond Mueller '71
Philip D. Kohn '79 Anthony M. Muir '73
George Kornievsky '78 Robert H. Mullen '38
David H. Kremer '78
Henry C. Krivetsky '60
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Hon. Douglas Munson '66
Arnold B. Myers '69
Laura Ann Myers '77
Edwin S. Nakagawa '89
Stephen D. Natcher '65
Peter A. Nathan '66
Hon. Robert A. Neher '60
John H. Newman '77
Prof. Nell Jessup Newton '76
Sandi Lynn Nichols '81
Patrick A. Nielson '75
Ernest Nomura '88
Herbert Nowlin '72
Hon. Ralph Nunez '68
John Michael O'Connor '72
Dennis D. O'Neil '66
William B. Oberly '79
James W. Obrien '52
John S. Oda '63
Alan Masao Okamoto '76
Gary L. Olimpia '66
Thomas Olson '48
Patsy W. Oppenheim Ph.D.
Mark H. Oring '77
Mark F. Ornellas '74
James E. Orr '67
Earl D. Osborn '75
Helen Anne Potter-Shipley '81
Arthur B. Page '78
Albert F. Pagni '64
Agnes Pak '89
Viken Pakradouni '88
Ernest A. Panizzon '60
Seth Paprin '78
Gerald B. Parent '59
Richard R. Patch '79
Kristine Pearson '81
Hon. Charles S. Peery '40
Carol Pegnato '88
Brian Guymon Pennix '75
Mary Noel Pepys '78
Victor M. Perez '82
D. Max Perry '77
John A. Pettis Jr. '48
Gary R. Phillips '80
Gordon C. Phillips '57
Robert Joseph Pia '84
David C. Pierson '60
Leo Patrick Piggott '69
Thomas A. Pistone '77
Douglas Lawrence Pitchford '75
James Frank Pokorny '75
Gary B. Polgar '73
Paul M. Poliak '52
William Ernest Poulis '66
Jude Thaddeus A. Powers '67
Robert A. Prahl '68
Hon. J. C. Price '54
Michael B. Price '71
Jay Gehre Putnam '80
Hon. John James Quigley '51
Richard C. Raines '74
Terrence D. Ranahan '73
Michael Read '73
Hon. Bernard E. Revak '64
Dean Matthew Richardson '84
William M. Richardson '78
Scott D. Richmond '64
Stephen A. Ricks '79
Craig S. Ritchey '69
Catherine Amy Rivlin '84
Hon. W. Blair Rixon '35
Bruce D. Roberts '49
Joyce Rosenbcerg
Herbert M. Rosenthal '60
Mark H. Rosenthal '74
Richard L. Rosett '67
Jeffrey Bryan Rosichan '88
Terry D. Ross '68
Oliver E. Rostain '51
Gary B. Rothbart '71
Susan P. Roy '76
Frederick Royce '77
Howard H. Ruben '82
Anne M. Rubenstein '82
Larry C. Russ '78
W. Lance Russum '66
Gregory J. Ryken '73
Marc L. Sallus '79
R. Eli Samora '78
Edward Sandoval '70
Jerome Sapiro '39
Karen A. Sarrail '79
Gerald L. Sauer '83
Paul J. Sax '68
Carl John Schlack Jr. '82
Jean L. Schmidt '76
Gerald M. Schneider '64
Keith Schutzman '85
Gary D. Scott '69
Gerald T. Sekimura '80
Elizabeth Serebransky '84
Larry D. Shamp '67
Philip M. Shaw Jr. '68
James E. Shekoyan '65
George Shelton '59
Harry R. Sheppard '65
Jeffrey G. Shifflett '75
Paul M. Shimoff '72
Yee-Jen Shuai '79
David Siegel '81
Elizabeth Hassard Silver '74
Carrie A. Simon '82
E. Budd Simpson '76
Gregg C. Sindici '73
Jack Wong Sing '44
Ronald G. Skipper '65
Sally A. Sklar '79
Stephen J. Skuris '80
David L. Slate '74
Dennis D. Slattery '70
Peter D. Slaughter '74
Kennard Smart '70
James A. Smith '52
Lex R. Smith '83
Hon. Lothrop E. Smith '38
Theodore G. Spanos '86
Lloyd V. Stamp '52
Michael P. Stenson '80
Gregory W. Stepanicich '77
Hon. William H. Stephens '67
J. Leonard Stern '65
Elizabeth Walker Sterns '75
J. Virginia Stevens '75
Charles A. Storke '70
Jane Stratton '78
Loren E. Straughn '62
Gerald W. Stutsman '39
Harry B. Swanson '53
Hon. Philip K. Sweigert '61
Russell Parker Taft '53
Therese Wynne Tamaro '76
Fred L. Tanenbaum '66
Michael K. Tanigawa '80
Ralph W. Tarr '76
Hon. Benjamin M. Tashiro '32
James B. Thompson '52
Lynn K. Thompson '77
Barry F. Thornton '79
David J. Tivio '61




Franklin H. Tuttle '47
Michael A. Vacchio '83
Diana Van Zuyen '83
Robert Matthew Vantress '82
William S. Veatch '87
Theodore Veganes '64
William C. Vencill '75
David R. Vogl '68
Eugene J. Wait Jr. '54
James L. Walker IV '76
Walter Walker '74
Phillip S. Warden '72
Mark A. Wasser 73
Franklin Watson '89
Ronald H. Wecht '75
Edward A. Weiner '65
William J. A. Weir '68
Gerald Gamliel Weisbach '78
James Milton Wells Jr. '65
Frederick J. Whisman '52
Daniel K. Whitehurst '72
Jeffrey Williams '78
Dennis F. Willson '76
Benjamin R. Winslow '72
William F. Worthington
Jr. '58
Robert A. Wyler Jr. '68
Michael H. Yancey '79
Daniel S. York '87
Richard W. Young '74
Tomme Young '81
Thomas D. Zeff '76
Susan B. Zimmerman '76
Edwin J. Zinman '72
Mark B. Abelson '76
Michael A. Abraham '87
Margaret R. Adams '86
Kristin Adrian '79
Phyllis Gatter Ahmadia '77
Lowell Airola '50
Cynthia Rosa Alfieri '84
Judith Allen '86
Karen Tietjen Allen '88
Robert Graham Allen '70
Susan J. Allison '79
Hon. Paul H. Alvarado '64
Leopoldo Alventosa '84
Jean Amabile '83
William Amsbary II '88
Gerald L. Anchor '67
Benjamin 0. Andersen '65
Gary Harmon Anderson '66
James R. Anderson '74
Kathryn R. Anderson '74
Lowell Anderson '82
Marvin Roger Anderson '66
R. J. Anderson Jr. '42
John R. Andrada '76
William M. Andrews '89
Patrick M. Angermiller '73
Michael Steven Appel '84
Edward M. Archibald '70
Michael George Arkelian '73
Victoria Armstrong '75
Hon. Don I. Asher '64
Emily L. Atkinson '79
Robert E. Anne '74
Hon. William M. Auslen '52
Norman Avanozian '77
David M. Axelrad '77
James A. Bach '79
Gary A. Bague '80
Daniel Joseph Bailey III '88
D. Michael Bailey '81
David W. Baird '67
Raymond N. Baker '50
Steven W. Baker '74
Ronald Baldwin '84
George A. Balko 1II '86
Benjamin H. Ballard III '80
Janet Marie Ballou '81
Stephen Lee Barbose '76
David Bargman '78
John P. Barrie '72
Brian Barsotti '78
Amy Pierson Bates '82
William Adams Bauld '81
James M. Baynes '74
Mark R. Beckington '86
Jerome M. Behrens '74
Bruce Belding '63
Joseph William Bell '84
Richard George Bell '72
Robert Belzer '68




Prof. Don Berger '64
Robert Berkes '76
Dan Michael Berkovitz '82
Richard P. Berman '72
Irving S. Bertram '70





Lorin B. Blum '62
Byron R. Boeckman '68
Ronald J. Boehm '81
Robert U. Bokelman '72
Robert Lowell Bond '69
Michael Boone '82
Robert J. Boonstoppel '73
Terrence R. Boren '68
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Thomas H. Carmody '71
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Kenneth C. Cochrane '72
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Joseph L. Cole '81
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Louis G. Conlan '29
Michael J. Connich '65
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C. Randall Cook '79
Hon. Margaret D. Cooley '73
Hon. Patrick B. Coony '72
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Conrad M. Corbett '81
Angelo J. Costanza '73
Dennis F. Coupe '71
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F. Cheney Cowles '70
Lynn M. Cox '79
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Ray N. Cox '71
Cameron D. Coy '86
Deirdre E. Craig '87
Anthony B. Craven '64
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Laurence E. Crouch '89
Christopher J. Croudace '77
Richard E. Crow II '76
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Stephen N. Rosen '70
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Foundation
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Prof. Warren L. Shattuck
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Gary T. Aka '74
Walter C. Aldridge '75
William J. Betts '49
Anthony R. Brookman '53
Joseph W. Bryans '63
Robert E. Carlson '58
Hon. Richard F. Charvat '63
Horace 0. Coil '57
John M. Coudures '38
Matthew D. Davis '89
John Drury '85
Ferdinand T. Fletcher '35
Hon. Edward Y. Kakita '65
Guy 0. Kornblum '66
Mildred W. Levin '34
Hon. Joseph R. Longacre '51
Hon. Charles A. Loring '38
Samuel J. Mercer Jr. '36
J. Robert Meserve '41
Marcia Moulton '76
Franklin K. Mukai '70
Joseph I. Omachi '37
Pamela J. Roberts '80
Philip M. Savage III '67
Charles D. Sooy '32
Richard J. Tuckerman '61
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Mark L. Vorsatz '79
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Kristian D. Whitten '73
PUBLC INER EST
CARER LSIST NCE
Joseph F. Catherwood Estate
Celine MacDonald-Zwang '84
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1066 Foundation
John Hyde
Prof. William B. Lockhart
Bruce M. Lubarsky '62












Prof. Ray D. Henson
Prof. Mary Kay Kane
Academic Dean Daniel J. and
Beverly Lathrope
Prof. Julian H. Levi
Assoc. Academic Dean David
Levine
Prof. Stephen A. Lind
Prof. William B. Lockhart
Prof. Peter K. Maier
Prof. John S. Malone
Prof. Calvin R. Massey
Dean Frank T. Read
Prof. Stefan Riesenfeld
Prof. Eileen A. Scallen
Prof. Rudolf B. Schlesinger
Prof. Louis B. Schwartz
Prof. Stephen Schwarz
Prof. Warren L. Shattuck
Prof. Raymond L. Sullivan
Prof. Samuel D. Thurman
Prof. William K.S. Wang
Prof. Wayne S. Woody
Wilke, Fleury, Hoffelt & Gould
F0 Ol'DEIS H I)0O
Prof. Mary Kay Kane
Alfred and Hanna Fromm
Prof. Peter K. Maier
Lynne Rogers Feldman '74
Georgia Ann Michell-Langsam
Grace Fongmei Tam '82
I"' ND -k IUI
Richard M. Aaron '79
Donna M. Boostrom '82
K. Louise Francis '86
Harriet L. Hawkins '86
Jonathan P. Hayden '82
Marita A. Mayer '77
Eric Scott Pollins '81
Eric R. Reimer '87
Peter R. Robinson '80
G. Scott Sobel '84
Theresa S. Taylor '88
John Teschke '79
Meredith J. Watts '77
Barry Wood '67
Lina K. Yeung '87
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1066 Foundation
Prof. Richard Cunningham
Prof. Mary Kay Kane
Academic Dean Daniel J. and
Beverly Lathrope
Prof. Julian H. Levi
David Levine
Prof. William B. Lockhart
Oceana
Mrs. Richard Powell
Prof. Rudolf B. Schlesinger
Prof. Scott Sundby
Prof. Kevin Tierney
Prof. Francis R. Walsh
Prof. John Whalen
Farella, Braun & Martel
Nestor Barrero '84
Gail Coney '72
Zinnia Alicia Coronel '85
Thomas M. Giller '83
Denise Merkle Karr '88
Lenore Lashley '81
Jennifer Lynn Matkin '88
Tanya M. Neiman '74
Pacific Telesis Foundation
Manuel Saldana '88
S. David Takakuwa '78
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1066 Foundation
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John A. Bell '68
Douglas S. Bishop





Walter A. Brown Jr. '66
Jeff Bryant
Burlingame Public Library
Susan Mary Carey '84
Nan M. Castle '83
Barbara Chiari































Prof. Stephen A. Lind
Julie Lindgren
Mail Boxes Etc. USA
Andrew G. Maxwell
Trudy F. Maxwell
Walter & Roberta McElroy





































Michael E. White '81
Kristian D. Whitten '73
Paula Y. Wong
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Peter S. Fischer






John and Phyllis Kerr
Gerald and Lora Levin
Virginia Ray
Charles and Joan Roach





San Francisco Lawyers' Wives
Stuart D. Hanlon '75
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Hon. Robert K. Barber '48
Edward H. Berman '82
Hon. Coleman A. Blease
Boxer Elkind & Gerson
Cathryn and Edward Bransten
Eileen F. Braunreiter '80
Prof, Allan Brotsky





Hal and Inez Cohen





Mr. & Mrs. Jack Davis
Roland C. Davis
Victoria J. De Goff and Richard
Sherman
Steve Drapkin
George S. Duesdieker '80
David J. Elefant '77










Donald A. Friend '77
Alan and Sarah Galbraith
Mrs. Phil S. Gibson





M. Robert Harris, M.D.
Sam Kagel
Judge Joseph Karesh





Perry L. Landsberg '82





Eileen Therese McAndrew '85
George Alexander McKray
David H. Melnick
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold Michaels
Richard Mosk




Hon. Leslie C. Nichols '66
Thomas J. Nolan
Mark F. Ornellas '74
Bernard Petrie
Robert L. Pollak '78
James B. Preston '72











Prof. Raymond L. Sullivan
John A. Sutro
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Ralph Santiago Abascal, '68
Hon. William R. Channell, '49
Joseph W. Cotchett, '64
John T. Knox, '52
Jan Lewenhaupt
Kneeland H. Lobner, '44
Hon. Blaine E. Pettitt, '41
John A. Sproul
Directors Emeriti
Harold S. Dobbs, '42
Hon. Marvin R. Baxter, '66
Myron E. Etienne, Jr., '52
Raymond L. Hanson, '36
Max K. Jamison, '45
Leonard A. Worthington, '32
William Edward Thomas '73
Rosabelle R. Tobriner
Mrs. Walter N. Tobriner
Harriette Treloar
Prof. Laurence H. Tribe
William Bennett Turner





Bernard and Mimi West
Hon. Howard B. Wiener
















































he ben of the streamlining and computerization of the
fisc operations of the College became apparent in the 1989/
9 scal year. These benefits expand the College's ability to
e efficiently and equitably utilize its limited state funding,
ell as provide quicker and more accurate service to the
ents.
ighlights of the 1989/90 fiscal year included the following:
he Board of Directors approved the Hastings' Policy and
rocedure Manual which delineates the fiscal responsibilities
and operations of the College;
* The College computerized the financial aid award system,
thereby allowing integration of loan, grant, and scholarship
information into one concise report which, in turn, allows for
the quicker processing of financial aid awards;
* The College also computerized the student billing process so
that now both fee charges and financial aid awards can be
integrated on one statement in order to produce a net bill;
* The College received an additional $350,000 from the state
for the Clinical Program, as well as an additional $87,000 of
state funds to replace instructional equipment;
* The College negotiated a discount computer purchase
program for students, staff, and faculty;
* The College hired an assistant to the Chief Financial Officer
to perform internal auditing;
* Working under an agreement negotiated with the Attorney
General and formalized by a Superior Court order, the
College distributed retroactive financial aid awards to
students who attended Hastings from 1973-1988 and who
demonstrated financial need at the time of attendance; and,
* As a result of the October 17, 1989 earthquake, the College
had to raze four College-owned properties located to the west
of the 200 McAllister building.





In State Fees 1,674,410
Out-of-State Tuition & Fees 733,800
Other 723,381




















CO0L LE E S UP PORT ROUP
he 6 Fondation was established in 1971 as a ans of
gc ating and receiving private gifts in support of the
ge Its members contributed in excess of $92000 to
I rams during the past year. The 1066 Foundation Trus
through their individual efforts and personal generosity,
made the Foundation the primary fund raising arm of
Aollege, assisting with the Annual Fund campaig n aI
seeing the donor gift clubs. The 1066 CLUB sponsors the
Ual Black Tie social event, pulishes a quarterly newslet
, has formed regional councils to encourage contribu4tions
to the College, and has hosted evtnts for the Dean and other
College representatives to meet with donors. The Foundation
has held events, over the last year in Hawaii, New York,
Southern California, and San Francisco to meet with alumni
and friends of the College.
The astings Alumni Association was tounded in 1922. Its
goal is to support Hastings Colege of the Law by providing
servictes an programs which strengthen the bonds between
the College and its current and former -students. Throughout
the past year, the Alumni Association has conducted a variety
of programs which admirably furthered it stated goal. Fromr
a campus-based "chili night" and ice rearn social events to
regional chapter dinners and new itudernt receptions, hie
Alumni Association has involved hundrds of alumni and
students in activities which promote a Hastirng fanily
feeling. This past year the Alumni Asoiation climinated it
dues solicitation program and wclcomed 11 graduates a
members in good standing. Now all grauate can ake
advantage of the Alumni Associations array of benefi
The Hastings Volunteer Assoiatior Is a de ad grop
Hastings supporters whose efforts ar d ted at unprong
the quality of student life Iheir effort ar e ponsib i
large part, for the outstanding ambiee of he physi'al
facilities at the College. HVA also encourage s student and
faculty social activities and interacion incluing Hstirg
Night at the Ballpark," "Thc Studcnt/Faulty Trivia owl
and a "Hastings Night at the Theater
Thomas Van Voorhis '59
James B. Young '69
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Wyman C. Knapp '39
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Carl L. Williams '73
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Kurt H. Pyle '65
David J. St Louis '67
William B. Smith 3
James K. Smith '65
Henry C. Todd '37



































The Hasting's Community is
published three times a year for
alumni and friends of the
College. Mater'ial for publication
anid correspondence is always
welcomed and should be
addressed to the Editor at 200
Mc~llister Street, San Francisco,
CA 94102
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